
Modern methods advised 
to meet housing targets
AN Auchterarder-based construc-
tion firm believes the nation’s house-
builders should look to modern con-
struction methods to help meet the 
Scottish Government’s plans to deliv-
er 50,000 affordable homes by 2021.

John Langley is director of building 
and civil engineering business, JML 
Contracts, which specialises in Struc-
tural Insulated Panels (SIPs).

He believes SIPs should be at the 
forefront of the future of housebuild-
ing, with aspirations for higher qual-
ity, energy efficient homes driving the 
sector towards new technologies.

The panels are described as a high-
performance, environmentally friendly 
building system suited to new builds. 

SIPs are formed with a high thermal 
performance rigid Polyurethane core 
of insulation between two outer skins 
of oriented strand board.

The benefits of using SIPs are said 
to include design flexibility, speed 
of build, structural strength and en-
hanced air tightness and ventilation.

John told Project Scotland he’s 

pleased there seems to be a drive to-
wards higher quality, energy efficient 
affordable homes. “That’s what our 
system is,” he explained. “We cannot 
compete with the bog standard, off-
the-shelf lower quality homes. If the 
Government is looking at affordable 
housing being of higher quality, that 
suits us as it moves the specification 
more towards what we offer.

“With SIPs, you’ve got flexibility in 
your design. For any large spaces or 
tricky designs, SIPs have their own 
inherent strength. We normally engi-
neer out as much steel as possible 
depending on how complex he de-
sign is.”

John also emphasised the impor-
tance of being able to do the bulk 
of construction in a factory, bringing 
obvious advantages like shorter build 
times. He hopes that looking beyond 
more traditional construction meth-
ods will bring Scotland more in line 

with some of our European counter-
parts.

“I always look at countries like Aus-
tria and Germany,” he added. “If there 
was a housebuilding Olympics, we’re 
not on the top table or even the sec-
ond page. These European countries 
tend to be well ahead of us. Devel-
opment in our construction industry 
tends to move at such a glacial pace. 

“I recently attended the opening of 
the new Construction Scotland In-
novation Centre. As part of this, there 
was a talk by Andrew Wolstenholme, 
chief executive of Crossrail and vice 
president of the Institute of Civil En-
gineers, who showed a quote, which 
went something like ‘We must em-
brace technology in the construction 
industry in the UK’. We all nodded in 
agreement and he clicked a button to 
reveal the quote was from the early 
half of the twentieth century! It’s that 
age old thing where we keep talking 
about it but (the industry) moves at 
such a slow pace.”

John admitted to a “slight concern” 

that the Scottish Government’s ambi-
tious target risks lower quality houses 
being rushed out to satisfy the ob-
jective. He also queried whether the 
planning system would be able to 
cope.

John commented, “It’s all very well 
building 50,000 homes as long as 
they’re the right quality. What you 
don’t want to do is spit out a whole 
load of homes, hit the target, pat each 
other on the back, and in ten years 
time discover that they all need re-
done. 

“I would like the Government to re-
ally insist on quality and energy effi-
ciency. I know it’s a difficult balance 
because you want to get the houses 
built but I would look to get the best 
quality they can and future-proof the 
homes - not just tick a box to say the 
houses have been built. 

“That’s the way the industry should 
be going and I think it is making a 
return towards a better, more energy 
efficient housing stock and hopefully 
SIPs can help towards that.” 

By Gary Moug

John Langley

CLT solution delivers 
‘stunning’ new home

VISITORS to the Surface Design Show in London this year can hear 
about  The County Down Barn – a home designed by architect Micah 
Jones featuring PEFC-certified cross laminated timber (CLT). 

Micah and Gareth Mason of CLT supplier Stora Enso will give an 
overview of their take on a traditional barn conversion formed of a 
one-storey CLT structure installed above a restored stone agricul-
tural building. 

CLT was specified for several reasons including enhanced thermal 
and airtightness performance, structural ability and a high quality 
finish. The County Down Barn is Micah’s first project using CLT. He 
said, “CLT is a new product in Northern Ireland. I had tried previ-
ously to move forward with it and not got very far so I’d had to look 
at other options, but I kept going back to CLT. 

“The most important thing to do if you want to build your home 
with CLT is to work with a quality manufacturer and an experienced 
and reputable CLT installer.”

Micah made contact with CLT manufacturer Stora Enso UK who 
introduced him to G-frame Structures, one of their UK delivery part-
ners. “It was fantastic working with Stora Enso and G-frame. I now 
have a deeper understanding of what can be achieved with CLT in 
terms of structure and design,” Micah added.
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